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Main message

• Situation is serious, economic costs of energy war are real
• gas cut-off is particularly serious

• But: EU economy is withstanding and adapting
• price mechanism doing its job
• shortages/rationing looking increasingly unlikely
• expect recessions in some member countries, but mild ones

• This presentation: focus on particular country = Germany
• particularly reliant on Russian energy imports
• e.g. before war, Russia supplied 55% (!) of gas consumption
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What my presentation is about
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Large drops in gas consumption by firms and households

Last week: industry −25%, overall −37%
Source: https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/DE/Fachthemen/ElektrizitaetundGas/

Versorgungssicherheit/aktuelle_gasversorgung/start.html
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The worry with industry: “cascading effects”

Benchmark: no adaptation⇒ total production drops one-for-one with gas usage

• if true, should have seen a 20-30% drop in industrial production 4



So far only very small drop in industrial production

Source:
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/2022/11/PD22_466_421.html
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How so? Substitution along supply chain
• Paper on my website: “How it can be done”
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Gas consumption by households: too early to tell but ...
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Household demand reduction in winter will be critical

• Absolutely crucial to support households, especially economically weaker
ones, in the face of rising energy prices

• Should be done by means of transfers that are not directly tied to energy
consumption and that preserve incentives for reducing gas demand

• Promising proposal by German “gas commission”
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Falling demand⇒ falling prices

Source: https://www.theice.com/products/27996665/Dutch-TTF-Gas-Futures/data?marketId=5460494&span=2
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Conclusion

• EU economy is withstanding and adapting

• key driver: demand reduction
• aside: full gas storage not enough, a bit of a distraction

• Household demand reduction in winter will be critical

• key: alleviate hardship but without destroying incentives
• example of good policy: proposal by German “gas commission”
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